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Think Big, Act Small
Along The Further Path we
contact the emerging active
network of newly discovered and
recovering Living Creatures
shaping the Earth to come.
Along The Further Path we
commune with Faery Allies
enlivening our planetary future.
Along The Further Path we
explore the wisdom tale of the
"Magical Wall "with the Gates
of Sunrise to Midnight.
Along The Further Path we
experience how to network small
scale magic into large scale
transformation. And we align
ourselves to the Service of these
efforts, globally!
If this is the kind of Environmental Faery Ritual Magic that
interests you, please join us for

The Further Path

In Times of Great Change, our Environmental Magic Will Also Change
COURSE DETAILS:
Faery tradition is an ancient spiritual and sacromagical stream; it has always been concerned
with the interaction between humanity and the spiritual forces of the land and sea, leading to a
deeper interaction with planetary forces, especially the Earth Light in planetary core.
Drawing on R.J’s forthcoming faery ritual magic book, The Further Path, this workshop takes us
into new territory for new times.
The Further Path is a place of hope and inspiration...where powerful forces of regeneration that
such Living Creatures embody support us to attune to the core energies of planetary life,
revival, continuation, and to the inner Mystery of the Living Creatures. Our sacred planet teems
with life, much of it utterly unknown to us. The discovery of new life-forms, and the rediscovery of those thought to be extinct is a powerful spiritual and consciousness-changing
process. In this workshop we explore the emergent Inner Mysteries of planetary transformation
happening all about us now.
Please bring the following items with you for this course:
* A small vessel of water from the source nearest to your home (1/2 cup is plenty)
* One 8 x 11 (or smaller) print or photograph of either a newly discovered Living Creature or a
resurgent Living Creature thought to be extinct. Hint: There are several news articles
circulating now about theses discoveries...seek and ye shall find!
* The name (written on a small piece of paper) of the Environment Project/Organization whose
goals and objectives you feel drawn to support.

COURSE LOGISTICS:
Location Information:
The StarHouse, 3476 Sunshine Canyon Boulder CO
Website: www.thestarhouse.org.
The StarHouse is a land-based temple built upon the principles of Sacred Geometry and
dedicated to the harmonious union of Heaven and Earth. The surrounding land is spacious and
peaceful, and will accommodate a lovely outdoor lunch time for all who attend this course.
Thus do consider not going to town at lunchtime and instead bringing your own "brown bag."
A cooler will be needed for anything you wish to refrigerate as there is no onsite kitchen.
here are, however composting toilets with non-potable water onsite.
Please bring with you a full water bottle at the start of each day, purified water for refiling your
own water bottle is available.

COURSE COSTS & REGISTRATION:
Cost: $225, early pay discount of $25 if paid in full prior to May 2, 2018.
Registration:
STEP ONE: Email Anastacia anastacianutt@gmail.com to pre-register and save your place.
STEP TWO: Make payment to RJ Stewart (check/money order/PayPal) to secure your place.
PayPal: rjspeak@earthlink.net Mailing Address: PO Box 239 Berkeley Springs WV 25411
STEP THREE: Begin to gather and/or prepare the items we've requested you bring with you to
the course.

